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“These stories are part of my religion … I cannot tell you the whole story or 
you and I would die.” 
—Clifford Possum Tjapaltjarri  
 
“I change ‘m all the way along. Gotta be different.” 
—Clifford Possum Tjapaltjarri  
 
“In the art context for which Clifford Possum produced his paintings, it is vital 
that the signs continue to be read ‘Two Ways.’” 
—Vivien Johnson i 
 
 
Before Papunya and the dot painting, Aboriginal art was rarely associated with any 
famous name (Albert Namatjira being a remarkable exception). With this exhibition, 
Clifford Possum becomes, as Ron Radford eagerly declares, the first Papunya Tula 
artist to receive the honour of a comprehensive retrospective “at a major institution.” 
The claim is startling because one might have assumed that such a retrospective had 
occurred long ago. Well before his death in 2002, Clifford Possum had become a 
renowned and celebrated artist; Radford describes him variously as the “first 
recognised star” of the Western Desert artists and “one of Australia’s most 
distinguished painters of the late twentieth century.” ii  
 
All this serves as a reminder of the sudden and unexpected transformation of 
expectations concerning Aboriginal art that Papunya Tula has prompted over the past 
two to three decades (both within their own communities and externally). It also 
reminds us that the unprecedented attention befalling Papunya Tula has primarily 
centred upon its collective identity as an indigenous art movement and it is precisely 
this group identity that has been the focus of countless exhibitions both within 
Australia and internationally.  
 
Happily, this retrospective represented one of those (increasingly) rare occasions in 
which a major exhibition has toured widely in Australia. iii While the task of a 
retrospective is to celebrate a singular success, they can still be ambiguous affairs of 
reception. A retrospective allows a diverse audience their first glimpse into a wide 
array of artworks—from the less familiar and seemingly provisional works to the 
already canonical pieces, such as the epic Warlugulong of 1976 or Man’s Love Story 
of 1978. A retrospective is simultaneously an event of re-evaluation—as indicated by 
Vivien Johnson’s accompanying, newly updated monograph of the artist.  
 
I had the chance to view the Clifford Possum retrospective in two locations, Sydney 
and Brisbane. In Sydney the early, smaller works of 1972-3 and the dramatic skeletal 
images of the final years operated as the bookends for a more or less chronological 
tale. In Brisbane, it looked like the chronology had enfolded upon itself because the 
first paintings on composition board were pitted virtually back to back against these 
stark, vivid skeletal works, such as Dead Spirit at Napperby, 2001, and Two Goanna 
Men, 2001.  Whatever the reason for this arrangement, it had the effect of allowing an 
audience to peruse these less familiar works in close vicinity and they reveal a lot 
about his work. 
 
Before Clifford Possum and his brother, Tim Leura, joined the painting group in 
1972, Johnson notes that the newly secularised painting idiom—the Papunya-style 
dots, circles and lines, “reducing the design elements to essentials” combined with in-
filling—was already well established. iv Clifford Possum’s first works are fascinating 
in this respect because they engage with this entire pictorial idiom, yet he already 
introduces quite innovative spatial configurations. For instance, Bushfire I (1972) 
looks like a minimalist Seurat. Its entire surface is covered by white dots, which 
delineates lines and arcs, simply by accenting white on white. The aim is to evoke ash 
on the ground in the wake of a devastating bushfire with the lines and arcs denoting 
fallen trees. Unlike his initial effort, Emu Corroboree Man, also of 1972, which 
skirted the boundaries concerning the disclosure of sacred-secret information, 
Bushfire I features no traditional Western Desert iconography. Compared to the bold 
and stark abstraction of Bushfire I, however, Dreaming connections are explicitly 
evident in his other concurrent works—Honey Ant Dreaming, Love (Sun) Dreaming, 
Bushfire II, of 1972 as well as Bushfire at Irpulku and Man’s Love Story of 1973. At 
the same time, effects of superimposition mean that these paintings play a kind of 
peek-a-boo effect between floating, overlaid areas and Dreaming landscapes. The 
effect is like zeroing in and out of focus, as though one peeks through clouds of 
floating dots (suggesting either ephemeral effects of atmosphere or the passage of fire 
over a landscape) allowing one to gaze onto a Dreaming site below.  
 
According to Johnson, two attitudes to spatial-landscape organization set Clifford 
Possum’s work apart at this time. The first was his realization that one series of events 
was “laid down on top of another in the Dreaming.” (70) The second innovation, 
which Johnson ascribes to his “genius,” related to the fact that he “perceived the 
parallel between the abstract diagrams of ancestral passage in these traditional 
expressive forms of his culture and the maps of the Europeans.” (79) When combined 
these insights led to the complex effects of superimposition in the large canvases that 
followed. The first of these was the 1976 work, Warlugulong, painted with the 
assistance of Tim Leura. It was commissioned for a BBC documentary, Desert 
Dreamers, at a time when Papunya Tula’s future was extremely precarious, when 
there was “still widespread antagonism being expressed towards the painting 
movement with other Western Desert communities” and any talk of being an art 
“star” was remote, even delusional. v Still the opportunity allowed Clifford Possum to 
demonstrate how the dramatically increased scale of a painting like Warlugulong 
could rework the formal vitality of the smaller scale into a large format without any 
diminishment of the overall visual impact. Actually, with their interplay of Dreaming 
tracks and geographical sites, the broader scale canvases enabled Clifford Possum to 
develop far more complex paintings. Internally, they resemble what can only be 
called a jigsaw mosaic, and yet they exude a commanding “tonal consistency,” (180) 
which grants them an overall coherence and composure despite their internal 
complexity. 
 
After the large map series, Clifford Possum began to concentrate once again upon 
specific iconographical motifs. Evidence of this occurs in Man’s Love Story of 1978, 
which focuses upon the story of a love magic being “transmitted” to a woman of the 
“wrong skin.” The central focus is a ceremonial ground marked out in black dots and, 
as Johnson notes, the scale of previous series is now “applied to the design elements.” 
(118) The works that follow also exhibit the stylistic emphases first associated with 
the chief Anmatyerre artists of the Papunya group, Clifford Possum himself, plus Tim 
Leura and Kaapa Tjampitjinpa, such as “partiality for symmetry or formal repetition.” 
vi At times, however, these qualities could verge upon the static—until the artist 
begins to disrupt this stylistic focus with, for example, the “worm” Dreaming series, 
which depict the trail left by a worm as it burrows underground. 
 
Man’s Love Story (1978) was the Art Gallery of South Australia’s first major 
purchase of a Papunya Tula painting (in 1980) and the institution set a trend by 
displaying the painting alongside contemporary Australian art. “By this simple act of 
imaginative curating,” Johnson contends, “the ethnocentrism which had allowed 
Australian art experts to operate as though High Art and Aboriginal Art are mutually 
exclusive categories was exposed.” (118) Ironically the challenge presented by 
Papunya Tula art does not aim to eradicate this distinction; instead it asks us to 
consider how they might be conjoined. The impact of Papunya Tula is to force 
everyone to recognize the dynamism of indigenous culture. For Johnson this 
seemingly bizarre conjoining of contradictory cultural impulses is essential to 
grasping how Clifford Possum’s art functions “two ways”—that is, “biculturally”—
meaning that the paintings must be understood as contemporary art and, at the same 
time, “more than just art.” As Johnson asserts, Clifford Possum “held fast to the 
original vision of the Papunya Tula painters of communicating to the world the 
custodianship of the Western Desert people over their Dreaming narratives and 
places.” (18) vii 
 
In fact, Johnson believes that the balance of debate has now shifted too far in the 
direction of accepting the work as contemporary art at the expense of countervailing 
indigenous cultural imperatives. Yet redrawing the balance is no easy thing. To 
emphasize the dynamic quality of a culture is to emphasize what sets it apart from 
traditional qualities. Hence, in Johnson’s monograph of Clifford Possum, his penchant 
for innovation and his fiercely independent stance are constantly highlighted and 
reiterated. One therefore gains a complex picture of Clifford Possum. He was 
extremely fastidious in regard to traditional knowledge—to the point of disparaging 
work by other indigenous painters that did not contain “the food supplies of the 
ancestral beings,” which he dismissed as “dead ones” (198)—and yet, on the other 
hand, his first painting for Geoff Bardon’s painting group, Emu Corroboree Man 
(1972), not only skirted the limits of the disclosure of secret-sacred material, but it 
also “portrayed a Dreaming to which the artist was not directly connected.” (64) This 
could be explained away as a hesitant first step, but it reveals a pattern of 
“innovative” transgression on his part: Man’s Love Story of 1973 reveals the 
introduction of “a non-traditional motif” (a spindle hovering between a “brown haze 
of ‘atmosphere’ and an ‘earth’ made up of angular striped planes”), which testifies to 
how Clifford Possum came to introduce his “own set of secular symbols … to 
symbolise elements of the Ngarlu Love story.” (76) Similarly with colour, Johnson 
admits that there may well be a “cultural basis for the reluctance on the part of most 
desert artists to mix pigments,” but she immediately follows this observation up by 
arguing that Clifford Possum’s willingness to broach this cultural reluctance 
concerning colour made his “continuous experimentation with this aspect of his art so 
unique.” (180) 
 
These examples suggest that there is no straightforward relation between Clifford 
Possum’s paintings and traditional ceremonial forms—just as there is no 
straightforward relation between his paintings and aerial geographical views. Rather, 
as is true of much Papunya Tula painting, a complex process of mediation occurs, 
which is precisely the basis for the claim that such artwork is both contemporary and 
traditional. viii Yet, the very ambition to address and negotiate competing, even 
incongruous, imperatives does present a genuine cultural tension, which is often 
appeased by the emphasis upon the art “star” success story or by the majestic 
composure of Clifford Possum’s best paintings. As Johnson rightly asserts, a 
“bicultural” practice, such as Clifford Possum’s, inevitably involves considerable 
tension because it is stretched between the demands of, on the one hand, tradition and 
change and, on the other hand, “the idea of the art movement as a way for the painters 
to become professional artists, and the idea of it as an act of cultural re-assertion.” 
Such tension is, however, dismissed as quickly as it is raised: “despite the tension 
between them,” Johnson continues, “neither viewpoint was considered to exclude the 
other. That was the key to Papunya Tula Artists’ success; the realisation that the art 
movement could—indeed must—do both these things.” (76) Undoubtedly, this is true; 
Papunya Tula does strive to negotiate competing cultural dynamics and this is the 
source of its breakthrough and collective achievement. Yet everything depends upon 
how this complex negotiation is interpreted. If the cultural tension is eliminated in 
favour of the unmitigated success story, then it explains away a key motivation 
behind such paintings. This involves the effort to go beyond indigenous socio-cultural 
parameters in order to assert why their beliefs, traditions and practices should be 
acknowledged as important beyond those parameters. At its best, this has enabled 
“cultural re-assertion;” at its worst, it introduces a profoundly alien valuation, the 
aesthetic privileging of some depictions of the Dreaming over others. At every step, 
“bicultural” negotiation and experimentation constitutes a complex and perplexing 
process, yet this is often unwittingly diminished by the fact that this cultural 
negotiation is uniformly appraised as a triumph of sheer mastery and absolute success. 
ix  
 
Triumphant “success” stories of indigenous art not only diminish the genuine tension 
within bi-cultural negotiation, they can also lead to contradictory formulations. An 
example is the strange phenomenon whereby a whole range of cultural and aesthetic 
attitudes will be disparaged as ethnocentric, while the very same values are translated 
into virtues when applied to indigenous artists. The term “genius” presents a good 
example. It is frequently disparaged by “postcolonial” criticism as evidence of 
Western aesthetic mystification, but freely praised when referring to indigenous 
artists. x Yet even genius suggests displacement as a basic consequence of its 
exemplary attainment. Why? Extracting from Kantian terminology, genius can be 
understood as someone who establishes a new aesthetic idea—or, borrowing from 
Thomas Kuhn’s account of scientific revolutions, genius forces a paradigm shift in 
aesthetic thinking and awareness. This is why such usage is suitable for explaining the 
impact of Emily Kngwarreye or Rover Thomas or Clifford Possum, Mick Namarari 
Tjapaltjarri and the Papunya Tula movement for each initiate a new conception of 
what indigenous art can be. Yet genius also suggests being usurped because new 
modes of doing things can be established which displace former principles—this is 
the ironic consequence of exhibiting the dynamism of a culture. xi This is clearly 
evident in Clifford Possum’s puzzled response to Kngwarreye’s seemingly minimalist 
development of indigenous art: “‘What story this one?’, Where the designs?’” (184) xii 
Clifford Possum’s bewilderment about Kngwarreye’s work matches the perplexity 
faced by neighbouring communities when first faced by Papunya Tula’s newly mobile 
Dreaming narratives as they took the form of acrylic paintings. Indeed, now that 
Papunya Tula’s trademark visual idiom has become ubiquitous, it is difficult to 
fathom that their paintings looked nothing like what was expected of “Aboriginal art” 
back in 1970. xiii  
 
The typical view of success is some artist or some cultural activity that ends up being 
completely justified by their original starting position and that starting position, in 
turn, determines the goal to be achieved in advance. This isn’t reading “two ways,” 
but only one way that determines all ways. Yet Johnson is correct: Clifford Possum’s 
art must be read two ways. At the same time, this is an impossible cultural space to 
inhabit with any great assurance. There can be no absolute mastery and no absolute 
success in overlapping social realms that are disjunctive (the final chapters of 
Johnson’s monograph describing the complex entanglements in Clifford Possum’s life 
are great proof of that). xiv Clifford Possum captures the expectation of this bi-cultural 
process quite well in his late work, Two Goanna Men, of 2001, which features a 
double-headed skeletal figure simultaneously facing opposite directions. It is the 
counterpoint to Dead Spirit at Napperby, also of 2001, in which two skeleton torsos 
face one another. Between the two possibilities—facing one another directly and 
facing in opposite directions simultaneously—there can be no guarantees and no 
simple dissolution of profound cultural quandaries.  
 
We need to remain aware of this uncomfortable double-headed quality in the most 
elegantly composed of Clifford Possum’s work. For this means staying alert to its 
productively unassimilable quality at the very same time that his great formal and 
compositional dexterity makes traditional knowledge and expression palpable for a 
non-traditional audience. As each innovative divergence in his work treaded 
precariously, their force was to negotiate overlapping, but disjunctive arenas without 
guarantee. To say these things, to make these qualifications about the critical 
framework for the evaluation of indigenous art, does not mean disparaging a genuine 
achievement. It is to herald Clifford Possum’s art as a genuine feat of engaged 
critical-cultural experimentation—the achievement of dealing with dislocating effects, 
and even producing them, in negotiating cultural re-assertion—rather than a super-
human achievement of self-definition.  
                                                 
i All quotes cited in Vivien Johnson, Clifford Possum Tjapaltjarri (Adelaide: Art 
Gallery of South Australia, 2003), pp. 62, 180 and 18 respectively. The first quote by 
Clifford Possum derives from Centralian Advocate, 4 January 1990. 
ii Ron Radford, “Director’s foreword,” cited in ibid, 7-8. The claim is technically 
correct, though one would need to factor in the less comprehensive ICA show in 
London, 1988: Clifford Possum Tjapaltjarri: Paintings 1973-1986. The year before, 
Charlie Tjararu Tjungurrayi: A Retrospective 1970-1986 was held at the Orange City 
Council—the same year (1987) as Clifford Possum’s first solo exhibition (Avant 
Galleries, Melbourne). The Charlie Tjararu (or Tararu) show is credited with being 
                                                                                                                                            
the “first retrospective of any Papunya Tula artist” and it travelled to Melbourne, 
Sydney, Armidale, Brisbane and Darwin. See Hetti Perkins and Hannah Fink, 
“Genesis and Genius: The art of Papunya Tula Artists,” in Perkins and Fink (eds.), 
Papunya Tula: Genesis and Genius, (Sydney: Art Gallery of New South Wales, 
2000), 176. Another significant precedent was the much-discussed Emily Kame 
Kngwarreye retrospective of 1998, from Utopia, at the Queensland Art Gallery (while 
not a Papunya Tula artist, Kngwarreye is significant enough to be cited in the 
informative chronology provided by the Papunya Tula: Genesis and Genius 
catalogue, though curiously her retrospective is not listed at all). 
iii The touring exhibition was instigated by the Art Gallery of South Australia and 
subsequently was shown in Melbourne and Sydney before finishing its run in 
Brisbane, thereby travelling for virtually one year (31 October 2003 until 24 October 
2004). The vaguely concurrent Rover Thomas exhibition, “I want to paint,” also 
travelled to these destinations, but was initiated in Perth. 
iv Johnson, Clifford Possum Tjapaltjarri (2003), 62. (All further references to 
Johnson’s monograph appear in the body of the essay). 
Both Tim Leura and Clifford Possum were already practicing as artists (as best they 
could) and they claimed to have already been using dot in-fills before they joined the 
Papunya Tula artists. Clifford Possum was a stockman, but also a carver, the medium 
in which he claimed to have already used the dotting effect. 
v Johnson notes that the National Gallery of Australia was offered Warlugulong, but 
rejected it claiming that the then “relatively meagre” price was too prohibitive (with 
the result that it lay abandoned in a storage warehouse for the next three years 
“gathering dust”); Johnson, Clifford Possum Tjapaltjarri, 83. It is also interesting to 
note in this context that Dick Kimber reveals he first rejected the offer of being 
Papunya Tula Artists co-ordinator in 1972 because of his other commitments, but also 
due to “some serious concerns expressed to me by senior men from other 
communities about certain aspects of the art,” R. G. Kimber, “Recollections of 
Papunya Tula 1971-1980,” in Perkins and Fink (eds.), Papunya Tula: Genesis and 
Genius, 206. 
vi Perkins and Fink, “Genesis and Genius: The art of Papunya Tula Artists,” ibid, 176. 
vii For the contrary view, see Jennifer Biddle’s account of Kathleen Petyarre, in which 
she notes “the complete absenting of traditional Dreaming story,” and thus only its 
appearance in a generic guise. Her conclusion? “There is no bilingualism evidenced 
here, no use of Anmatyerre/Alawarre terms in her titles even, no ‘two-world’ model 
of language or culture.” Refer Jennifer Biddle, “Country, Skin, Canvas: The 
Intercorporeal Art of Kathleen Petyarre,” Australian and New Zealand Journal of Art, 
Volume 4, no. 1, 2003, 61, 72.  
Similarly, Melinda Hinkson, in her analysis of the uses of electronic media at 
Yuendumu also radically insists that cultural maintenance is a low order priority 
amongst the many competing considerations involved—although she does emphasize 
the “inter-cultural” nature of the engagement. Yet an example she provides of four 
senior Warlpiri artists using a video link to confirm and verify the credentials of a 
sand painting being produced at the Art Gallery of NSW in Sydney presents a less 
adamant endorsement of her contention that cultural maintenance is “low order.” “At 
the outset, the artists viewed the link as important because it would facilitate the 
‘witnessing’ and endorsement of their cultural production by others, including the 
most senior kurdungurlu (manager) of the Dreaming being depicted, who was too old 
and unwell to travel.” Her basic point is that new modes of communication, such as 
                                                                                                                                            
video conferencing, enable Warlpiri society “to reach outwards … across the inter-
cultural divide,” by using such media “to maintain connections with the kin who now 
travel through this expanding social arena.” See her essay, “New Media Projects at 
Yuendumu: inter-cultural engagement and self-determination in an era of accelerated 
globalization,” Continuum, Vol. 16, no.2, 2002, 211, 209. 
viii See Georges Petitjean, review of Christine Watson, Piercing the Ground: Balgo 
Women’s Image Making and Relationship to Country, in Art Monthly Australia, no. 
175,  (November 2004), 20; in which he argues that Aboriginal concepts require a 
unity of “words, signs and objects and/or subjects,” a claim which suggests that no 
mediation occurs at all. Eric Michaels grappled with this same issue—despite the fact 
that “nothing in semiotic theory or contemporary scientific philosophy accounts for 
any such ability of phenomena to communicate directly, unmediated, their history and 
meaning”—see his essay, “Western Desert Sandpainting and Postmodernism,” Bad 
Aboriginal Art (Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 1994), 57, 60. Following Watson’s lead, 
Petitjean finds recourse to such a theory in Charles Sanders Peirce. Still, it is curious 
to ponder how this accommodation of primordial unity and coherence sits beside 
another conclusion reached by Watson: that acrylic paintings destined for a non-ritual 
context “allow for the perceptible inclusion or infusion of what is called walytja, 
unique personal input, which in turn may be responsible for an intense creativity and 
aliveness in this modern art.” Petitjean, 21.  
Following Fred Myers’ assertion about the dynamic negotiations that occur around 
place and social relations with the Pintupi, Marcia Langton offers a different, more 
fruitful consideration of this issue: “It becomes apparent … that ancient values about 
being in places are capable of sophisticated renegotiation in the challenging 
circumstances of post-colonial Australia. Colour, materials, design and even gender 
roles have been reconsidered and reshaped around core traditions to permit the 
painting tradition to continue in new circumstances of globalism and large uneducated 
audiences.” Langton,  “Sacred Geography: Western Desert traditions of landscape 
art,” in Perkins and Fink (eds.), Papunya Tula: Genesis and Genius, 263. 
ix See for example Christine Nicholls’ conclusion to her essay on Christian imagery 
within indigenous art: “Finally, these artists’ works prove that it is possible to follow 
an alternative pathway, to be Christian, while still remaining faithful to The 
Dreaming, to history, to one’s own identity, and to ‘country.’ This is something that 
Linda Syddick Napaltjarri seems to accomplish effortlessly… “ Christine Nicholls, 
“God and Country: An Analysis of Works by Three Contemporary Indigenous 
Artists,” Australian and New Zealand Journal of Art, Volume 4, no. 1, 2003, 58. This 
is not to say that such a conclusion may be wrong in this particular instance, but that it 
has become an utterly predictable conclusion of any discussion of indigenous artistic 
practice.  
x Johnson’s analysis is by contrast highly astute in its awareness of both contemporary 
aesthetic possibilities and the affinities between contemporary indigenous art and 
contemporary art in general. When she criticizes ethnocentric evaluation, it does not 
rule out this awareness of these affinities.  
On problems concerning such “postcolonial” criticism, see Ian McLean, “Global 
Indigeneity and Australian Desert Painting: Eric Michaels, Marshall McLuhan, Paul 
Ricoeur and the End of Incommensurability,” Australian and New Zealand Journal of 
Art, Volume 3, no. 2, 2002, 33-53. McLean too upholds an exemplary strategy, 
though it all depends upon the exemplary virtues designated by the nebulous term, 
postmodernism. 
                                                                                                                                            
xi Such displacing does not mean that the new modes eradicate the former ideas; for 
Kant suggests that all genuine aesthetic ideas are inexhaustible, which is very 
different from saying that the achievement is either “effortless” or, by contrast, that it 
is simply made redundant. 
xii This dynamic of surpassing is well captured by Michael Nelson Jagamara’s 
remarks quoted in Vivien Johnson’s monograph of the artist: “I’ve been learning from 
them other old artists, like old Kaapa and Tim Leura. I was watching them—how to 
mix the colours. Clifford Possum too. Just sitting there watching them, then I start 
myself. …I thought to myself—I’ll do different way to them mob instead of copying 
them. Do my own way.” (50) 
Johnson notes some key formal innovations in Jagamara’s work from early on: one, 
the “multi-layered dotting on the larger canvas” (50); two, the lining up of several 
Dreaming stories on the one canvas, not according to their topographical relation (as 
with Clifford Possum Tjapaltjarri), but “for maximum visual impact” (55); three, 
varying types of infilling (as witnessed in Possum, Wallaby and Cockatoo Dreaming, 
1984): irregular interlocking dotted shapes, stippled and contour dotting. (56) See 
Vivien Johnson, Michael Jagamara Nelson, Craftsman House/G+B International, 
Sydney, 1997. 
xiii See R. G. Kimber, “Recollections of Papunya Tula 1971-1980,” in Perkins and 
Fink (eds.), Papunya Tula: Genesis and Genius. 
xiv Such terms derive from Melinda Hinkson’s essay: she argues that electronic media 
at Yuendumu is being used to negotiate “a range of disjunctive yet overlapping social 
arenas,” and this is where and how “Warlpiri identity is being shaped, enacted, and 
asserted.” Refer Hinkson, “New Media Projects at Yuendumu,” 217.  
While stating that Warlpiri have “a sophisticated understanding of the politics of 
representation,” she extends this insight, however (while citing a study by John 
Hartley and Alan McKee) to assert that Aboriginal people utilize media for “their own 
ends.” This conclusion is remarkably similar to Eric Michaels’ contention about the 
“Aboriginal invention of television,” which Hinkson in turn rebukes because it is 
framed by a cultural maintenance model. Hinkson is right to stress that this expanding 
social arena is comprised of overlapping, but disjunctive arenas, as it is for everyone 
today, whether indigenous or not, but it is impossible for anyone to claim to 
determine the effects of any mobile, reproducible media (including acrylic on canvas) 
so totally or exclusively for their own ends.  
 
